Abstract. Minipermeameters are rapidly becoming a popular tool for collecting localized measurements of permeability in both laboratory and field studies. While one of the main advantages of minipermeameters is their ability to collect data on various support volumes, there have been only limited attempts to analyze their size and geometry. We define the support volume of minipermeameter measurements as a region containing 90% of the total gas flow, i.e., a region bounded by the 10% streamline. Using our new semianalytical solutions for the Stokes' stream function, we demonstrate that the support volume has a shape of the semitoroid adjacent to the sample surface. Hence there is a blind spot directly below the minipermeameter, which is not probed by the measurement. We demonstrate that the support volume of the minipermeameter measurements decreases with the tip-seal's ratio (a ratio of the inner tip-seal radius to the outer tip-seal radius), while the size of the corresponding blind spot increases.
Introduction
Delineation of the spatial distribution of permeability in water-and oil-bearing formations is one of the major challenges in hydrogeology and petroleum engineering. Specifically, this is an ill-posed inverse problem, and hence it is inherently difficult to solve. Mathematical models that provide a means to extract permeability data indirectly from experimental measurements of dependent quantities (e.g., pressure head and flow rates) do so by defining a related well-posed problem through some form of regularization. The necessary presence of this regularization, which may not be stated explicitly, is likely a critical factor in the recent debate over the scale dependence of permeability measurements. Consequently, there is a growing interest in experimental procedures that possess well-defined regions of investigation or support volumes.
Minipermeameters seem well suited for this purpose because they induce a localized flow by injecting gas into a sample through a small tip seal. Although these devices were first described by Dykstra and Parsons [1950] , it was not until recently that Goggin et al. [1988] proposed a mathematical model for the application of the minipermeameter to localized permeability measurements. In particular, for the case of steady state gas flow, Goggin et al. [1988] introduced a coefficient of proportionality into an integral form of Darcy's law. Dubbed the geometric factor, this coefficient allowed the permeability to be inferred from the injection rate and the corresponding gas pressure. The experimental aspect of this work focused on measuring the permeability of core samples; thus the support volume was defined by the sensitivity of the geometric factor to the sample size. Specifically, the support volume was determined by numerically studying the convergence of the geometric factor for samples of increasing size to the geometric factor for the infinite half-space.
Similarly, Suboor and Heller [1995] investigated the support volume of the minipermeameter experimentally by conducting a series of measurements over a large sample of Berea sandstone. An interesting part of this research considered the influence of both permeable and impermeable boundary conditions in an effort to emulate the influence of heterogeneities. Young [1989] explored the anisotropy effects on permeability measurements and support volumes. More recently, Tidwell and Wilson [1997] observed that sample boundaries located within a distance of 2.5-4.0 inner radii of the minipermeameter tip can skew its response by as much as 10%.
Several other researchers have also conducted experimental studies of the minipermeameter and the geometric factor model. For example, Mitlin and McLennan [1997] studied its extension to transient experiments, and Vandewaal et al. [1998] estimated the inertial effects of several commonly used gases. To demonstrate the ability of this model to delineate experimental data that has been collected on different support volumes, Tidwell and Wilson [1997] used different sized tip seals in their minipermeameter experiments. By treating the minipermeameter as a linear filter, Tidwell et al. [1999] employed weighting functions to analyze experimental data collected from heterogeneous samples.
Despite a significant number of experimental studies and an increasing number of practical applications (for a detailed review see Hurst and Goggin [1995] ), considerable uncertainty regarding the support volume of the minipermeameter still remains. Common to these studies is the assertion that the support volume or measurement scale is defined as the characteristic length of the device at which the measured response is no longer sensitive to boundaries or properties of the porous media [Goggin et al., 1988; Winterbottom, 1990; Suboor and Heller, 1995] . However, because of the complex nonuniform flow induced by the minipermeameter, this definition may be inadequate. In particular, the focus has been on the sensitivity of the geometric factor and on the pressure distribution (pseudopotential) in the sample, while the kinematic flow structure (streamlines) has been largely ignored. Yet the behavior of streamlines provides significant insight into this complex flow by identifying the zones of most intensive flow. Hence one can define the support volume as a zone bounded by the streamline encompassing a significant fraction (e.g., 90%) of the total flow between the device and atmosphere. This alternative definition of the support volume was proposed by Zlotnik and Ledder [1996] to evaluate the support scale of the steady state dipoleflow test and used by Peursem et al. [1998 Peursem et al. [ , 1999 to characterize the kinematic flow structure of similar recirculatory flow systems. Further emphasizing that to correctly determine the experiments' support volume, as well as the influence that this quantity has on the inferred permeability, a thorough understanding of the flow structure is necessary.
The analyses of permeameter models may be divided into two categories: the finite-domain case, which applies to small samples, and the infinite-domain case, which applies to sufficiently large samples or measurements in the field. In the first case, numerical simulations provide a natural approach to investigate the flow structure. To the best of our knowledge, the first numerical simulation of the single-phase steady state gas pressure distribution was conducted by Goggin et al. [1988] . This is a relatively low-resolution simulation study that used a nonconservative discretization of the underlying partial differential equation. Some adaptivity in the mesh was used to minimize the influence of the nonconservative scheme, and it is clear that qualitatively the gas pressure distribution is reasonable. However, the influence of the singularities in the pressure gradient, which appear at the edges of the tip seal, has not been resolved. In particular, a highly resolved and accurate numerical simulation is necessary to evaluate the flow structure, and hence the support volume, of the minipermeameter. We note that subsequent numerical investigations dealt with transient gas flow [Jones, 1992] and with effects of the residual water saturation [Daltaban et al., 1991] ].
In contrast, more analytic tools may be applied in the infinite-domain case. In fact, to gain physical insight into this phenomena, analytical or semianalytical solutions prove to be invaluable. Unfortunately, solving the boundary value problem analytically for the gas pressure (or gas pseudopotential) distribution in the vicinity of a minipermeameter is complicated by the presence of the mixed boundary conditions. Indeed, along the surface of a sample, gas pressure is constant inside the injection tip and in the region open to the atmosphere, and the pressure gradient is zero across the tip seal. A similar problem was encountered by Muskat [1937] , who considered flow toward partially penetrating wells. These problems are often solved by transforming the governing differential equations into the integral Fredholm equations of the first kind which are commonly ill-posed [see, e.g., Dagan, 1978; Goggin et al., 1988; Cole and Zlotnik, 1994; Cassiani and Kabala, 1998 ]. Alternatively, one can transform the governing equations into a system of the well-posed Fredholm equations of the second kind [Cooke, 1963; Ufliand, 1977] . In turn, the auxiliary functions given by the solutions of these Fredholm equations are used to define the solution of the original differential equation. This is the approach we pursue here.
The main objective of our investigation is to enhance the understanding of the minipermeameter device through a semianalytic study of the linearized gas model over an infinite half-space. We begin by introducing the flow model in section 2. Next we develop analytic expressions for the pseudopotential (section 2.2) and the Stokes' stream function (section 2.3). The numerical methods that we used to evaluate these expressions are described in section 3. In section 4 we present our results and discuss the flow structure and the support volume of the minipermeameter. We also discuss the geometric factor and anisotropic media. Finally, our concluding remarks are given in section 5.
Statement of the Problem
Minipermeameters are often used to collect permeability data on a compact support volume. A typical minipermeameter operates by injecting gases, such as compressed nitrogen [Goggin et al., 1988] , into a permeable sample under a constant pressure p ϭ P i . The gas is injected through a circular tip with inner radius r i . A tip seal of outer radius r o (r i Ͻ r o ) is used to prevent gas leakage between the injection tip and the sample surface (Figure 1 ). Outside the tip seal (r Ͼ r o ) the sample's surface is open to the atmosphere, and thus the pressure at this surface is the atmospheric pressure p ϭ P atm . Without loss of generality we shift this pressure to zero. Since minipermeameters collect data on small support volumes, it is reasonable to assume that the material sample is much larger than the flow domain (i.e., mathematically we assume that the material sample is infinite).
Isothermal steady state flow of a gas with temperature T, molecular weight M, viscosity ( p), compressibility factor Z( p), and slippage coefficient ␤ is conveniently described by the real gas pseudopotential [e.g., Tartakovsky, 1999] ,
where R is the universal gas constant. In particular, the mass flux q* ϭ (q* r , q * z ) T may be expressed in the familiar form where K r and K z are the permeabilities in r* and z* directions, respectively.
Boundary Value Problem
Combining Darcy's law (2) with conservation of mass and assuming an homogeneous medium with azimuthal symmetry in cylindrical coordinates (r*, z*) gives
Along the sample surface, z* ϭ 0,
where ⌽* i is the gas pseudopotential at the injection interval, the Kirchhoff transform of P i . The flow symmetry with respect to r* ϭ 0 implies that
Since the sample remains unaffected by the experiment far away from the injection tip, we have
lim r*3ϱ
Introducing the dimensionless variables
and the scaled pseudopotential function
subject to the boundary conditions
and the decay conditions at infinity
Therefore, to characterize the properties of the minipermeameter, we will investigate the properties of the pseudopotential ⌽ that are defined by (6) subject to (7a)-(7f). Although (6) is a linear partial differential equation, its solution is complicated by the combination of different boundary condition types along the surface z ϭ 0 (i.e., Dirichlet, Neumann, and Dirichlet), which thwarts standard analytic methods, and the semi-infinite domain, which hinders a direct numerical approach.
Pseudopotential Function
The general solution of (6) has the form [Sneddon, 1966, equation (3 
where J 0 is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind and A() is an arbitrary function to be determined. Note that (8) satisfies the boundary conditions (7d)-(7f) automatically, and therefore A() is determined by (7a)-(7c). We show in Appendix A that A() is given by
where the functions i () and o () are the solutions of a system of Fredholm integral equations of the second kind,
Here 0 Յ Յ 1, 0 Յ Յ 1, and the kernel Ꮾ is given by
Therefore solving (10) uniquely determines the distribution of the pseudopotential ⌽(r, z).
Stokes' Stream Function
Stokes' stream function, ⌿*(r*, z*), is defined by the following relations [Bear, 1972, p. 229] :
subject to ⌿*(0, 0) ϭ 0. Level curves of ⌿* represent streamlines, and hence this function provides a natural mechanism for analyzing flow structure. Using dimensionless quantities (5) and introducing the dimensionless Stokes' stream function,
where we now have the condition ⌿(0, 0) ϭ 0. Hence it follows from (8) that Stokes' stream function, in general form, is given by
and therefore it is uniquely determined by A().
Numerical Methods
We are interested in the behavior of both the pseudopotential and the stream function over the (r, z) plane. We are particularly interested in the dependence of measurable quantities on the device parameter and in the solution near the singular points (r i , 0) and (r o , 0). In this section we develop expressions for these quantities that are suitable for numerical computation and comment on their evaluation.
Solving the Integral Equations
One possible approach to solving the system of integral equations given in (10) is to apply the standard Nystrom method [e.g., see Delves and Mohamed, 1985] . However, in this case analytically decoupling the equations proves to be a very nice simplification that significantly reduces the solution cost. First, substitution of (10b) into (10a) yields a single equation for i (), and second, substitution of (10a) into (10b) yields a single equation for o (). This decoupled system may be written as
where 0 Յ Յ 1, 0 Յ Յ 1, and the kernel is given bŷ
and the inhomogeneous term is
Now we apply the Nystrom method to (16a) and (16b) 
Computing the Pseudopotential
Having solved for i () and o (), we are in a position to compute the pseudopotential. We first rewrite (8) in the form
and reverse the order of integration to obtain
Here
where ␥ ϭ ͌ z 2 ϩ (r ϩ ␦) 2 and (m) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. To integrate (22), we used the work of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [1980, equation (6.612 (3))] and Abramowitz and Stegun [1972, equation (8.13. 3)]. The complete elliptic integral (m) was computed with subroutines from the SLATEC library (K. W. Fong et al., Guide to the SLATEC Common Mathematical Library, 1993, http:// www.netlib.org/slatec/guide).
Computing Stokes' Stream Function
The computation of Stokes' stream function follows similarly from (15), which we rewrite as
Once again, reversing the order of integration we obtain
where
The interaction of two Bessel functions of different order with variably scaled arguments results in a highly oscillatory and slowly decaying integrand, which, for an arbitrary point (r, z), cannot be integrated analytically and is very difficult to treat numerically. Thus this numerical integration was performed with the specialized routines developed by Lucas [1995] . This approach worked quite well for z Ͼ 0, although computationally it is significantly more expensive than evaluating the pseudopotential (22). However, for z 3 0 ϩ the numerical quadrature exhibits poor convergence. Fortunately, our primary interest is in the case z ϭ 0 (i.e., exit flow), for which further simplifications are possible. Specifically, it follows from the dimensionless form of (2b) and (14a) that
Hence differentiating (8), letting z 3 0 ϩ , using (A2a)-(A2c), and rewriting (A16) and (A17) gives
In section 3.2 we concluded that i () and o () are continuous for 1. Therefore (28) shows that q z (r, 0) has integrable singularities of the form 1/ ͌ Ϫ r as r 3 Ϫ and 1/ ͌ r Ϫ 1 as r 3 1 ϩ . Similarly, an expression for the stream function at z ϭ 0 can be derived by integrating (27),
Solving for ⌿(r, z), noting that ⌿(0, 0) ϭ 0, taking the limit as z 3 0 ϩ , and transforming the range of integration leads to
where s 0 ϭ ͌ 1 Ϫ (r/) 2 , 0 ϭ arcsin (1/r), and ⌿ m denotes the maximum of the Stokes' stream function, which is given by
To evaluate the integrals that appear in (30) and (31) we use the compound Simpson's rule with equally spaced abscissae. The interpolation of i () and o () utilizes the discrete form of (16a) and (16b).
To facilitate the investigation of the solution's dependence on the tip-seal's size , we consider the normalized Stokes' stream function,
whose range, 0 Յ (r, z) Յ 1, is independent of .
Results and Discussion
Computations were performed for the three tip-seal ratios, ϭ 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4, which cover the range of most practical applications [Suboor and Heller, 1995, Table 1 ]. We begin our discussion by analyzing the flow structure corresponding to the minipermeameter experiment. We then investigate the measurement support volume and integral flow characteristics, such as the mass flux distribution along the injection tip. Finally, we comment on the geometric factor and anisotropic media.
Flow Structure and Support Volume
Figures 2a-2c show the lines of equal pseudopotential (solid lines) and the Stokes' streamlines (dashed lines). These are normalized with the Kirchhoff transformation (1) of the injection gas pressure P i and the minimum ⌿ m of the Stokes' stream function (31), respectively. As expected, all flow configurations exhibit a boundary layer along the sample surface ( z ϭ 0), wherein the equipotentials change their direction from normal to the tip to parallel to the tip (r ϭ and r ϭ 1). Consequently, the gradient of the pseudopotential is singular at the edges of the tip seal. These important flow characteristics were not resolved by the low-resolution numerical simulations of Goggin et al. [1988, Figure 3] . Moreover, the absence of any numerical artifacts or distortions (e.g., oscillations) in the contours of Figures 2a-2c provides a convincing qualitative measure of the solution's accuracy.
The singularities in the gas flux distribution at the surface of the sample, equivalently the z component of the gradient of the pseudopotential, are shown clearly in Figure 3 . Specifically, the flux is virtually uniform in the regions away from the injection tip's edges, but at these points (r ϭ and r ϭ 1) it becomes infinite. In section 3.3 our analysis showed that in the vicinity of the tip's inner radius, r 3 Ϫ , q z ϳ 1/ ͌ Ϫ r and that in the vicinity of the tip's outer radius, r 3 1 ϩ , q z ϳ 1/ ͌ r Ϫ 1. Further inspection of Figures 2a-2c reveals two distinct flow zones in the vicinity of the permeameter. The first zone is bounded between the sample surface ( z ϭ 0) and the surface obtained by rotating the streamline ⌿ ϭ 0.1 about the z axis. As flow is most intense in this zone, we will call it the rapid zone. Despite its small size the rapid zone is a conduit for the majority (90%) of the mass exchange between the permeameter and atmosphere. We note that the approximately semitoroidal shape of the rapid zone suggests that a transformation to toroidal coordinates might lead to an approximate analytical solution for the pressure distribution [Ufliand, 1977] . We refer to the region that contains the remainder of the flow as the slow zone. Although of infinite extent, this region is a conduit for only the remaining 10% of the mass flux. Naturally, such a subdivision of the flow domain is somewhat subjective, and a more quantitatively optimal subdivision may be possible through further modeling and experimentation. Nevertheless, the choice of the 10% streamline is reasonable for our purposes.
For the tip-seal ratios shown in Figures 2a-2c , the 10% streamline intersects the injection tip ( z ϭ 0 and 0 Յ r Յ ) at a distance of approximately 0.4 -0.5 times the inner radius r i . Because of the divergent flow geometry the rapid zone covers a relatively small portion of the flow domain in the vicinity of the permeameter, which leads to a blind spot directly below the device. To highlight this point, the 10% streamlines are isolated in Figure 4 along with the hemispherical region (dotted line) that has been used to conceptualize the permeameter flow previously by Goggin et al. [1988, Figure 2] , Suboor and Heller [1995, Figure 9] , and Tidwell et al. [1999, Figure 1] . Clearly, there is a substantial difference between the geometries of the rapid zone and a hemisphere defined by the effective radius of Tidwell et al. [1999, Figure 10 ]. This apparent skewing of the rapid zone from the center of the measurement device (r ϭ 0) leads one to question the validity of the empirical weighting functions of Tidwell et al. [1999, Figure 10] , which assigns the largest weight to the region along the r ϭ 0 axis. Moreover, it is apparent from Figure 4 that the size of the blind spot increases with the tip-seal ratio, .
The existence of such blind spots has a profound implication for the mapping of spatial distributions of permeability. Indeed, for a semi-infinite domain typical of field measurements the local permeabilities that one measures with minipermeameters appear to be more strongly associated with a support volume situated in a semitoroid around the tip seal and not in a hemisphere directly below the device. In contrast, we note that for sufficiently thin samples the blind spot would be reduced, although the half-space geometric factor would not be valid.
Geometric Factor and Support Volume
The application of the minipermeameter device relies on the geometric factor G 0 to infer a local permeability estimate from a measured gas injection rate. Thus it may seem very natural to base estimates of the permeameter's support volume on the sensitivity of G 0 to sample boundaries. However, in general, this approach may be inadequate. In particular, the work of Goggin et al. [1988] focused on the convergence of the geometric factor for finite core samples to the geometric factor for the infinite half-space. On the basis of this analysis, Goggin et al. [1988, p. 93] found that a sample with both the radius and length equal to 4 times the internal tip radii, r* s ϭ 4r i , is effectively infinite. Hence in our dimensionless coordinates this gives a support volume defined by r s ϭ 4. It then follows from Figure 5 that this r s corresponds to a support volume accounting for only 70% of the total flow for the tip-seal ratio ϭ 0.5. Furthermore, noting that this proposed bound has the radius and length equal and that intuitively there is very little flow near the (r s , z s ) corner of the cylindrical sample, a hemispherical support volume could be defined by this "effective radius" [Tidwell et al., 1999] . However, given the support volume geometry defined by the 10% streamline, this is misleading. In fact, this is precisely where the advantage of using streamlines becomes apparent. While the sensitivity of the geometric factor is important, particularly in applying the infinite half-space values of G 0 , an accurate estimate of the geometric factor can, in theory, be computed for any sample size. In contrast, a critical problem in mapping a permeability distribution is determining the volume of the medium that is actually interrogated by the device. Granted, the exact description of a particular streamline may be too complicated to be useful in practice. However, key properties of a particular streamline are readily computed for a range of tip-seal ratios. For example, one can introduce the exit radius r e of a streamline as a geometric characteristic of the support volume. This exit radius is shown as a function of in Figure 6 for the 5%, 10%, and 30% streamlines. This graph reveals that regardless of what fraction of the total flow is used to define the support volume (95%, 90%, or 70%), the exit radius r e decreases with . It also indicates that for Ͻ ϳ0.5 the simple bound (i.e., r e ϭ r s ϭ 4) proposed by Goggin et al. [1988, p. 93] is not valid.
Other important geometric characteristics of a streamline might include the inlet radius, the maximum depth, and the first radial moment. For example, it is clear from Figure 4 that, similar to the exit radius, the depth decreases with the tip-seal ratio . In fact, the depth of investigation is approximately half the exit radius. Hence the support volume of the minipermeameter experiment is located close to the sample surface.
Since the definition of the support volume in terms of the percentage of the total flow is somewhat arbitrary, it might be possible to bound this volume by the 30% rather than the 10% streamline. However, such a definition has a number of potential drawbacks. First, accounting for only 70% of the total flow, it might lead to biased estimates of permeability. Second, it increases the size of the blind spot directly below the tip (Figures 2a-2c) , and last, but not least, the 30% streamline is relatively insensitive to the tip's aspect ratio ( Figure 6 ). This might be a crucial limitation since varying the aspect ratio is often used to collect permeability data on different supports.
The increasing application of the geometric factor model raises questions beyond the minipermeameter's support volume. For example, what is the physical meaning of G 0 ? What is the influence of anisotropy and heterogeneities on the measured permeability? Our analysis provides valuable insight into these questions. First, consider the definition of the geometric factor. Following Goggin et al. [1988, equation (11) ], we examine the total mass flux Q of the gas injected through the circular tip seal,
Substituting q* z from (2b) and transforming the integrand to the dimensionless quantities in (5) gives
For isotropic media, Goggin et al. [1988, equation (12) ] used (35) to define the geometric factor. Combining (35) with the definition of the Stokes' stream function (14a), we arrive at an alternative definition, Figure 5 . The normalized Stokes' stream function at the sample's surface, (r, 0), plotted for ϭ 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4. Figure 6 . The exit radius of a streamline, (r e , 0) ϭ C, plotted as a function of for C ϭ 5%, 10%, and 30%. In all cases, r e decreases with increasing tip-seal ratio .
which relates the geometric factor G 0 to the maximum of the stream function. Figure 7 shows the geometric factor evaluated with (36) and is in excellent agreement with Goggin et al. [1988, Figure 6 ], in which their parameter b D ϭ 1/. We emphasize that in contrast to the ill-posed formulation of Goggin et al. [1988] we obtain G 0 accurately and efficiently from a wellposed Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. Second, it is apparent from (34) that inherent in the geometric factor model of the permeameter experiment is the geometric average of the diagonal tensor coefficients, ͌ K z K r . Although for isotropic media this coefficient reduces to the corresponding scalar permeability, and hence (34) is consistent with Goggin et al. [1988, equation 1] , its presence implies that a systematic bias in the inferred permeability for anisotropic formations may result from the assumption of isotropy. Nevertheless, this limited model may provide insight into the application of minipermeameters to certain classes of heterogeneous material. In particular, homogenization results (upscaling) could be combined with (34) to analyze layered media. This is relevant to studies such as that of Suboor and Heller [1995] in which the support volume depth was investigated experimentally using a two-layer configuration. However, the influence of general anisotropy and general heterogeneous structure is beyond the scope of this model.
Conclusions
We investigated the gas flow structure of the minipermeameter experiment by deriving semianalytical solutions for the gas pseudopotential and the stream function. The 10% streamline (the line bounding 90% of the total flow) was used to define the support volume of the experiment. The analysis of our semianalytical solutions leads us to the following major conclusions:
1. The method of double integral equations, which we used to obtain our solution, is computationally efficient and accurate. Unlike previous semianalytical studies, which are based on ill-posed integral equations [e.g., Goggin et al., 1988] , our solution is defined by Fredholm equations of the second kind, and thus its formulation is well-posed.
2. The support volume has the form of a semitoroid adjacent to the minipermeameter tip. The support volume covers a relatively small portion of the flow domain in the vicinity of the minipermeameter, which leads to a blind spot directly below the device. The existence of such blind spots has a profound implication for mapping of spatial distributions of permeability.
3. The complex geometry of the support volume makes the reliance on the traditionally used effective radius for its characterization questionable. Instead, one can attempt to characterize such a geometry in terms of the exit radius and depth of investigation. The former is about twice as big as the latter. The size of the support volume decreases with the ratio of the inner to outer radii of the tip.
4. In principle, it is possible to use the different tip-seal ratios for collecting permeability data on varying support volumes. However, one should be aware that the size of the blind spot increases with this parameter.
The concluding observation is regarding the contribution of the local permeability values to the overall estimate from the minipermeameter test. In particular, our work suggests that the width of the stream tube is an indicator of the sensitivity to local heterogeneity. For example, the impact of a small obstruction in the immediate vicinity of the tip seal, or under the tip seal, will effect kinematic flow structure more than the same obstruction near the z axis or deeper in the sample. Quantification of this spatial weighting for heterogeneous media requires a different approach which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Appendix A: Fredholm Equations
In deriving (9)-(11) of section 2.2, we follow a general procedure outlined by Cooke [1963] . Substituting (8) into (7a)-(7c), we obtain
We further note that these boundary conditions imply
where f i (r) and f o (r) are some unknown functions to be determined. Applying Hankel's inversion theorem to (A2) yields Figure 7 . The geometrical factor G 0 computed using the stream function relationship given in equation (36) is in excellent agreement with Goggin et al. [1988] .
